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PRIVACY AND DATA SECURITY UPDATE

▪ The importance of privacy compliance
– No longer an issue applying only to regulated industries
– GDPR, CCPA, and increased government enforcement signal a growing trend

▪ Tips for building a privacy compliance program
– Develop an internal governance structure that reports to senior management
– Involve multiple stakeholders, including IT, Info Sec, HR, marketing, customer service
– In addition to enterprise-wide training, implement role-based training

▪ Benefits of building a privacy compliance program
– Ability to identify risks associated with the collection, use, and sharing of sensitive information
– Implement risk mitigation measures appropriate to the nature of the information and the 

potential risks
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TRENDS & HOW TO PREPARE FOR ACTIVISM
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2019 RECAP AND TRENDS

▪ General levels of activism similar to recent years 
– 205 campaigns through August 2019, compared 
to 203 in the same prior-year period
– Most prolific were Starboard (10 campaigns), Icahn (4) 

and Elliott (3).  

▪ M&A-related activism – either to induce a sale or 
oppose one – increased significantly in 2019 
(almost half of campaigns, up from one-third)
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2019 RECAP AND TRENDS

▪ Almost half of companies that added activist designees 
in 2017 and 2018 either sold completely or completed 
a major divestiture  

▪ Blurring of lines between activists and other investors
– Traditional activists making PE-like investments and 

acquisitions

– Traditional long-only investors engaging in activist tactics 
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TAKEAWAYS

▪ Be aware that activism can originate from 
non-traditional sources.

▪ Have a proactive engagement strategy.

▪ Don’t rush into a settlement.   
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CURRENT CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & DELAWARE LAW ISSUES & AN SEC UPDATE
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PRIVATE PLACEMENTS

▪ June 2019 SEC Concept Release discussed ways to  simplify, 
harmonize, and improve exempt offering framework 

– Solicited feedback on everything from updating Reg D 
exemptions to improving retail access to hedge fund offerings

▪ December 2019 SEC proposed amendments to definitions 
of “accredited investor” and “qualified institutional buyer”

– Multiple new ways to qualify as an Accredited Investor

– Expanded QIB definition
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SEC DISCLOSURE UPDATES

▪ Perks disclosure

▪ Disclosure Simplification 
- Cover pages - MD&A and property disclosure

- Material contracts and exhibits - Section 16 compliance

- Confidential treatment requests - Limits on incorporation by reference

▪ SEC Guidance: Intellectual Property and Technology Risks 
Associated with International Business Operations (Dec. 2019)
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SEC DISCLOSURE UPDATES

▪ Hedging Disclosure Rules

▪ Non-GAAP Disclosure

▪ Environmental, Social, and Governance Disclosure – The 
Lessons of New York v. ExxonMobil Corp (New York 2019)
– ESG lawsuits under securities laws—even Martin Act—must play by same 

rules: deception and investor injury required

– Forward-looking statement disclaimers and lawyers’ cautionary language have 
value beyond PSLRA

– ESG disclosures may be found material in future cases (e.g., Massachusetts 
case v. ExxonMobil)
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DELAWARE UPDATE

▪ Duty of Oversight Cases

– Compliance programs 
in place but boards did
not monitor compliance

– Increased risk when negative news 
can be tied to alleged compliance 
failure

https://clovisoncology.com/
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DELAWARE UPDATE

▪ M&A Cases

– Court will strictly enforce the terms
of merger agreement as written

– Failure to comply with apparent 
formalities can have harsh consequences 
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PROXY ADVISORY FIRMS

▪ SEC interpretive guidance August 2019
– Effective immediately

▪ Proposed amendments to Rules 14a-1, 14a-2, 
and 14a-9 
– Subject to comment and final adoption

▪ Headline: ISS and Glass-Lewis voting 
recommendations are now proxy “solicitations” 
subject to antifraud liabilities
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PROXY ADVISORY FIRMS

▪ ISS & GL won’t have to file their “solicitations” 
with SEC if:
– Discloses direct or indirect conflicts of interest

– Provides issuer with notice and review prior to 
distribution to clients

– Provides link to issuer’s responsive statement 
regarding voting recommendations
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PROXY ADVISORY FIRMS

▪ Proxy advisory firms could have antifraud liability 
for material misstatements under Rule 14a-9

▪ Takeaway: Issuers should immediately start being 
more proactive with ISS and GL
– Request advance copies of voting recommendations
– Request corrections to factual mistakes
– Request opportunity to provide response to 

recommendation
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

1. Update D&O Questionnaires: Perk disclosure? All Section 16 reports filed?  

2. Do a rule check on your Form 10-K and proxy statement this year. Cover page correct? Update 
property disclosure and MD&A? Material contracts list? 

3. Adopt a hedging policy if you don’t already have one.

4. Ensure your Audit Committee considers the use of non-GAAP disclosure and that non-GAAP 
disclosure complies with “equal or greater prominence” requirement.

5. Review ESG disclosure and ensure inclusion of adequate FLS and cautionary language.

6. Consider whether your board meetings include adequate discussion and oversight of 
compliance programs.

7. Make plan for engaging with ISS and Glass Lewis for the upcoming proxy season.

8. Mining companies:  Start preparing for new disclosure regime now.
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION UPDATE
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PROXY ADVISORY UPDATE

ISS
▪ Overriding Factors under EPSC

– Added evergreen provisions in equity compensation plans

▪ Pay-for-Performance Screen
– EVA metrics to supplement GAAP/accounting performance 

measures in the secondary FPA assessment 

▪ Shareholder Proposals on Gender Pay Equality 
– Current policy on evaluating gender pay gap shareholder 

proposals now also applies to pay data by race and ethnicity

Glass Lewis
▪ Contractual Payments

– Clarified the list of executive employment terms that may 
drive a negative say-on-pay vote recommendation

• Excessively broad CIC triggers

• Inappropriate severance entitlements

• Inadequately explained or excessive sign-on arrangements

• Guaranteed bonuses

• Failure to address any concerning practices in amended EAs

▪ Shareholder Proposals on Gender Pay 
Equality 
– Requests that companies disclose their median gender pay 

ratios, will evaluate them on a case-by-case basis

▪ Compensation Committee Performance
– Vote against all members when the board adopts a 

frequency for say-on-pay votes other than the one 
approved by shareholders
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PROXY ADVISORY UPDATE

Glass Lewis
▪ Double-Trigger CIC Arrangements

– May consider a CIC trigger in an employment agreement that is not explicitly double-trigger to be a single-trigger or modified single-trigger

– Views excessively broad CIC definitions as problematic

▪ Company Responsiveness Following Low Say-On-Pay Vote
– May recommend a vote against the upcoming say-on-pay proposal if the company fails to adequately disclose its engagement activities and 

specific changes made in response to shareholder feedback following low (<80%) shareholder support for last year’s say-on-pay proposal

▪ Applying Upward Discretion for STIP Awards
– Expects robust discussion of reasons for upward discretion when determining awards under an STIP (such as lowering goals mid-year or 

increasing calculated payouts)

▪ Post-Fiscal Year End Compensation Decisions
– Will review any significant post-fiscal year end changes and one-time awards when evaluating say-on-pay proposals

▪ Pay-for-Performance Model
– May recommend a vote against say-on-pay proposals (and potentially compensation committee members) at companies that demonstrate a 

weaker link between pay and performance

– Mitigating qualitative factors include overall incentive structure, significant forthcoming changes to the program or reasonable long-term 
payout levels
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ESG, 162(m) & LITIGATION UPDATE

▪ ESG Factors in Executive Compensation
– Short-term incentive plans

• Diversity and inclusion
• Health and safety

– Long-term incentive plans
• Environmental goals (Shell’s energy transition condition, waste reduction, GHG emission reduction)
• Employee engagement

▪ Proposed 162(m) Legislation
– Follows previous IRS guidance
– Focus on maintaining grandfathered arrangements

▪ Litigation Update
– Excessive non-employee director compensation (Solak ex rel. Ultragenyx Pharm. Inc. v. Welch)
– Disclosure of post-merger compensation arrangements (Regents of the University of California 

v. Willis Towers Watson PLC)
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

▪ Proxy Advisory
– Beware evergreen provisions in equity plans
– Focus on a stronger tie between pay and performance
– Thoroughly explain sensitive compensation decisions (applying upward discretion, outreach 

after low say-on-pay vote in prior years)
– Consider removing offending provisions from employment agreements and compensation 

plans (sign-on arrangements, guaranteed bonuses, excessively broad CIC triggers)

▪ ESG Matters in Executive Compensation
– Get ahead of the curve
– Select ESG goals that are important to the various stakeholders

▪ 162(m)
– Be careful with grandfathered arrangements
– Greater flexibility in designing plans should be matched with adequate disclosure of 

compensation decisions
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